
Judi Baola and Untuk Setiap
 

Judi Bola is an ancient form of gambling in which players bet money on the winner of a

sporting event. Unlike other forms of gambling such as horse racing or lotto, sports betting is

governed by fixed standards and a set number of wagers. The first type of bet on a sporting

event is called a pay bet, which is made by a pure bettor who believes the team he/she is

backing will win the game. The other type of bet is known as a placement bet, which means

that the money wagered on a game is decided by lot or piece of money. 
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Sports betting can be categorized into two types, namely, in field/arena games and in

stadium games. In field/arena games such as tennis, cricket and rugby, spectators are

allowed to watch the matches through an open microphone. However, the betting on such

matches is done behind closed doors and only the winner of the game is revealed publicly.

Placing bets in stadium games such as football or basketball is much more public and is

accompanied by loud music and large number of people. Placing a bet on football games can

earn you thousands of riyal, or in other words, the amount of money you will win depends on

how many people you bet on. 

  

There are two types of betting in Singapore, namely, in local language (manila) or foreign

language (pingayaki). While in Manila, bettors place their bets in the language of the home

country - i.e., the country they are playing for - while in other countries like Singapore, bettors

place their bets in whatever language of the opposing team they want to win (e.g., Italian to

beat the English in the Super Bowl or vice versa). In any case, if you wish to make your bet

here in Singapore, you must keep in mind that you are subject to the local laws of the game.

As such, if you are found to be betting more than the allowed amount, you could be fined

heavily. If you are a Singaporean and have never taken part in any sports event before, it is

best that you first read up about the ins and outs of our national sport, before getting yourself

involved in it. 
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